Connected Home Solutions

More products.
More connected technologies.
More ways to build your business.
THERMOSTATS

ZONING

AIR CLEANERS

HUMIDIFIERS

DEHUMIDIFIERS

UV SYSTEMS

VENTILATION

WATER SOLUTIONS

WIRELESS

RedLINK wireless systems
™

Advanced solutions for complex comfort challenges.

A RedLINK system is ideal for customers
who want the convenience of remote
comfort control and require a more
robust solution.

RedLINK IS GREAT FOR:

Reliable, secure connection

A multi-level home with
temperature swings
between the top and
bottom floors

Honeywell’s RedLINK technology is a proprietary
wireless network, ensuring a strong signal and
secure, uninterrupted connection.

Homeowners with
seasonal allergies

Bigger revenue opportunities
RedLINK helps you offer an integrated solution,
which provides greater customer benefits while
boosting your bottom line.

Homes with condensation
on the windows
Homes with pets

Ability to differentiate
RedLINK solutions allow you to showcase your
expertise and give customers value they can’t
get anywhere else.

Outdoor Air Sensor
Indoor Air Sensor
Vent and Filter Boost Remote
Entry/Exit Remote
Portable Comfort Control™
Wireless Zoning System
TrueSTEAM™ Humidity Control
Redesigned Prestige® IAQ
Prestige® 2.0
All-New VisionPRO® 8000
Wireless FocusPRO®

Control on the go
with Honeywell’s Total
Connect Comfort app.

Wi-Fi thermostats
Simple connectivity. Control from anywhere.

A Wi-Fi thermostat is ideal for
customers who value the flexibility of
remote visibility and control, and simply
want to get connected.
Connects to existing Wi-Fi network
Honeywell Wi-Fi thermostats connect to the
home’s wireless network – no need for additional
gateways or equipment.
Quick, easy install
Streamlined install process and single-screen
scheduling help you get on and off the job quickly.
Intuitive operation

A WI-FI THERMOSTAT IS
GREAT FOR:
Homeowners who travel
and want to make sure
their HVAC system is
operating as expected
Customers who want to
adjust the heat or A/C in
their vacation home before
they arrive
Monitoring temperature
in a rental property

Plain-language menus and commands make
Honeywell’s Wi-Fi thermostats simple to use,
minimizing customer callbacks.

Wi-Fi 9000
Wi-Fi 9000 with Voice Control
Wi-Fi VisionPRO®
Wi-Fi FocusPRO®

Control on the go
with Honeywell’s Total
Connect Comfort app.

Lyric

™

Simple comfort for dynamic lifestyles.

The Lyric thermostat is ideal for
customers who are always on the go
and want optimal comfort and savings
they don’t have to think about.
Geofencing
Using the homeowner’s smartphone location,
Lyric automatically adjusts the temperature as they
come and go – delivering comfort when they’re home
and savings when they’re away.
Fine Tune
The Fine Tune feature considers both indoor and
outdoor temperature and humidity to reach set
point, ensuring 72° really feels like 72°.

LYRIC IS GREAT FOR:
Families with busy
schedules
Tech-savvy customers
who use apps
Customers who don’t
program their thermostats
and aren’t saving as much
as they could
Environmentally conscious
homeowners who want to
maximize energy savings

Smart Cues
The Smart Cues feature sends homeowners
maintenance notifications and extreme conditions
alerts to help extend the life of their HVAC system.

Control on the go with
the Lyric mobile app.

Customers who will want
to integrate other home
systems in the future

The perfect connected
solution for every customer
Homeowner demand for connectivity will only grow,
as people continue to use technology that puts a
world of information at their fingertips.
Capitalize on this demand. Add value beyond the
initial sale, with products that deliver comfort and
convenience, and remote diagnostics that enable
better, more proactive service.
The broadest portfolio of connected comfort solutions:

TM

Zoning

Vacation homes

Busy families

Humidity

Frequent travelers

Tech enthusiasts

Allergies

Simple connectivity

Energy savers

Integrate your connected customers and differentiate with premium service:

Contractor Portal for the Connected Home

The Contractor Portal
Connect to better service and bigger revenue.
With the Contractor Portal, you can
offer more proactive service and drive
additional revenue with the sale of a
connected solution.
Better service
With the portal, you have 24/7 access to current
conditions and system performance over time, helping
you proactively diagnose potential issues before they
become costly problems.
Bigger revenue
Remote diagnostics can enhance your existing service
agreement or become a separate service offering. As a
portal user, you’ll also be part of an exclusive database
that receives leads from customers who buy at retail.

Supported thermostats

For information, visit
contractorpro.com
or contact your
Honeywell sales rep.

The Contractor Portal connects to all Honeywell RedLINK™
and Wi-Fi thermostats, Honeywell Wi-Fi thermostats
purchased at retail, and the Lyric thermostat.

Learn More
Call 1-800-468-1502
e-mail info@honeywell.com
or visit forwardthinking.honeywell.com
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